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On the Perfection of the Universe 
Gottfried Leibniz

1.   Concerning the divine perfection and that God does everything in the most 
desirable way. 

The conception of God which is the most common and the most full of meaning is expressed 
well enough in the words: God is an absolutely perfect being. The implications, however, 
of these words fail to receive sufficient consideration. For instance, there are many different 
kinds of perfection, all of which God possesses, and each one of them pertains to him in 
the highest degree. 

We must also know what perfection is. One thing which can surely be affirmed about it 
is that those forms or natures which are not susceptible of it to the highest degree, say the 
nature of numbers or of figures, do not permit of perfection. This is because the number 
which is the greatest of all (that is, the sum of all the numbers), and likewise the greatest 
of all figures, imply contradictions. The greatest knowledge, however, and omnipotence 
contain no impossibility. Consequently power and knowledge do admit of perfection, and 
in so far as they pertain to God they have no limits. 

Whence it follows that God who possesses supreme and infinite wisdom acts in the 
most perfect manner not only metaphysically, but also from the moral standpoint. And with 
respect to ourselves it can be said that the more we are enlightened and informed in regard 
to the works of God the more will we be disposed to find them excellent and conforming 
entirely to that which we might desire. 

2.  Against those who hold that there is in the works of God no goodness, or that the 
principles of goodness and beauty are arbitrary. 

Therefore I am far removed from the opinion of those who maintain that there are no 
principles of goodness or perfection in the nature of things, or in the ideas which God has 
about them, and who say that the works of God are good only through the formal reason 
that God has made them. If this position were true, God, knowing that he is the author 
of things, would not have to regard them afterwards and find them good, as the Holy 
Scripture witnesses. Such anthropological expressions are used only to let us know that 
excellence is recognized in regarding the works themselves, even if we do not consider 
their evident dependence on their author. This is confirmed by the fact that it is in reflecting 
upon the works that we are able to discover the one who wrought. They must therefore 
bear in themselves his character. I confess that the contrary opinion seems to me extremely 
dangerous and closely approaches that of recent innovators who hold that the beauty of the 
universe and the goodness which we attribute to the works of God are chimeras of human 
beings who think of God in human terms. In saying, therefore, that things are not good 
according to any standard of goodness, but simply by the will of God, it seems to me that 
one destroys, without realizing it, all the love of God and all his glory; for why praise him 
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for what he has done, if he would be equally praiseworthy in doing the contrary? Where will 
be his justice and his wisdom if he has only a certain despotic power, if arbitrary will takes 
the place of reasonableness, and if in accord with the definition of tyrants, justice consists 
in that which is pleasing to the most powerful? Besides it seems that every act of willing 
supposes some reason for the willing and this reason, of course, must precede the act. This 
is why, accordingly, I find so strange those expressions of certain philosophers who say 
that the eternal truths of metaphysics and Geometry, and consequently the principles of 
goodness, of justice, and of perfection, are effects only of the will of God. To me it seems 
that all these follow from his understanding, which does not depend upon his will any more 
than does his essence. 

3.  Against those who think that God might have made things better than he has. 

No more am I able to approve of the opinion of certain modern writers who boldly maintain 
that that which God has made is not perfect in the highest degree, and that he might have 
done better. It seems to me that the consequences of such an opinion are wholly inconsistent 
with the glory of God. As  a lesser evil is relatively good, so a lesser good is relatively evil. 
I think that one acts imperfectly if he acts with less perfection than he is capable of. To 
show that an architect could have done better is to find fault with his work. Furthermore 
this opinion is contrary to the Holy Scriptures when they assure us of the goodness of 
God’s work. For if comparative perfection were sufficient, then in whatever way God had 
accomplished his work, since there is an infinitude of possible imperfections, it would 
always have been good in comparison with the less perfect; but a thing is little praiseworthy 
when it can be praised only in this way. 

I believe that a great many passages from the divine writings and from the holy fathers 
will be found favoring my position, while hardly any will be found in favor of that of these 
modern thinkers. Their opinion is, in my judgment, unknown to the writers of antiquity 
and is a deduction based upon the too slight acquaintance which we have with the general 
harmony of the universe and with the hidden reasons for God’s conduct. In our ignorance, 
therefore, we are tempted to decide audaciously that many things might have been done 
better. 

These modern thinkers insist upon certain hardly tenable subtleties, for they imagine 
that nothing is so perfect that there might not have been something more perfect. This is an 
error. They think, indeed, that they are thus safeguarding the liberty of God. As if it were 
not the highest liberty to act in perfection according to the sovereign reason.

For to think that God acts in anything without having any reason for his willing, even 
if we overlook the fact that such action seems impossible, is an opinion which conforms 
little to God’s glory. For example, let us suppose that God chooses between A and B, and 
that he takes A without any reason for preferring it to B. I say that this action on the part of 
God is at least not praiseworthy, for all praise ought to be founded upon reason which ex 
hypothesi is not present here. My opinion is that God does nothing for which he does not 
deserve to be glorified. 

4.  That love for God demands on our part complete satisfaction with and acquiescence 
in that which he has done. 

The general knowledge of this great truth that God acts always in the most perfect and most 
desirable manner possible, is in my opinion the basis of the love which we owe to God in 
all things; for he who loves seeks his satisfaction in the felicity or perfection of the object 
loved and in the perfection of his actions. Idem velle et idem nolle vera amicitia est (To 
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will the same and dislike the same is true friendship). I believe that it is difficult to love 
God truly when one, having the power to change his disposition, is not disposed to wish 
for that which God desires. In fact those who are not satisfied with what God does seem to 
me like dissatisfied subjects whose attitude is not very different from that of rebels. I hold 
therefore, that on these principles, to act conformably to the love of God it is not sufficient 
to force oneself to be patient, we must be really satisfied with all that comes to us according 
to his will. I mean this acquiescence in regard to the past; for as regards the future one 
should not be a quietist with the arms folded, open to ridicule, awaiting that which God will 
do; according to the sophism which the ancients called logon aergon, the lazy reason. It is 
necessary to act conformably to the presumptive will of God as far as we are able to judge 
of it, trying with all our might to contribute to the general welfare and particularly to the 
ornamentation and the perfection of that which touches us, or of that which is nigh and so 
to speak at our hand. For if the future shall perhaps show that God has not wished our good 
intention to have its way, it does not follow that he has not wished us to act as we have; on 
the contrary, since he is the best of all masters, he ever demands only the right intentions, 
and it is for him to know the hour and the proper place to let good designs succeed. 

5.  In what the principles of the divine perfection consist, and that the simplicity of the 
means counterbalances the richness of the effects. 

It is sufficient therefore to have this confidence in God, that he has done everything for 
the best and that nothing will be able to injure those who love him. To know in particular, 
however, the reasons which have moved him to choose this order of the universe, to permit 
sin, to dispense his salutary grace in a certain manner—this passes the capacity of a finite 
mind, above all when such a mind has not come into the joy of the vision of God. Yet 
it is possible to make some general remarks touching the course of providence in the 
government of things. One is able to say, therefore, that he who acts perfectly is like an 
excellent Geometer who knows how to find the best construction for a problem; like a 
good architect who utilizes his location and the funds destined for the building in the most 
advantageous manner, leaving nothing which shocks or which does not display that beauty 
of which it is capable; like a good householder who employs his property in such a way 
that there shall be nothing uncultivated or sterile; like a clever machinist who makes his 
production in the least difficult way possible; and like an intelligent author who encloses 
the most of reality in the least possible compass. 

Of all beings those which are the most perfect and occupy the least possible space, that 
is to say those which interfere with one another the least, are the spirits whose perfections 
are the virtues. That is why we may not doubt that the felicity of the spirits is the principal 
aim of God and that he puts this purpose into execution, as far as the general harmony will 
permit. We will recur to this subject again. 

When the simplicity of God’s way is spoken of, reference is specially made to the 
means which he employs, and on the other hand when the variety, richness and abundance 
are referred to, the ends or effects are had in mind. Thus one ought to be proportioned to 
the other, just as the cost of a building should balance the beauty and grandeur which is 
expected. It is true that nothing costs God anything, just as there is no cost for a philosopher 
who makes hypotheses in constructing his imaginary world, because God has only to make 
decrees in order that a real world come into being; but in matters of wisdom the decrees 
or hypotheses meet the expenditure in proportion as they are more independent of one 
another. The reason wishes to avoid multiplicity in hypotheses or principles very much as 
the simplest system is preferred in Astronomy. 
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6.  That God does nothing which is not orderly, and that it is not even possible to 
conceive of events which are not regular. 

The activities or the acts of will of God are commonly divided into ordinary and 
extraordinary. But it is well to bear in mind that God does nothing out of order. Therefore, 
that which passes for extraordinary is so only with regard to a particular order established 
among the created things, for as regards the universal order, everything conforms to it. This 
is so true that not only does nothing occur in this world which is absolutely irregular, but it 
is even impossible to conceive of such an occurrence. Because, let us suppose for example 
that some one jots down a quantity of points upon a sheet of paper helter skelter, as do 
those who exercise the ridiculous art of Geomancy; now I say that it is possible to find a 
geometrical line whose concept shall be uniform and constant, that is, in accordance with 
a certain formula, and which line at the same time shall pass through all of those points, 
and in the same order in which the hand jotted them down; also if a continuous line be 
traced, which is now straight, now circular, and now of any other description, it is possible 
to find a mental equivalent, a formula or an equation common to all the points of this line 
by virtue of which formula the changes in the direction of the line must occur. There is no 
instance of a face whose contour does not form part of a geometric line and which can not 
be traced entire by a certain mathematical motion. But when the formula is very complex, 
that which conforms to it passes for irregular. Thus we may say that in whatever manner 
God might have created the world, it would always have been regular and in a certain 
order. God, however, has chosen the most perfect, that is to say the one which is at the 
same time the simplest in hypotheses and the richest in phenomena, as might be the case 
with a geometric line, whose construction was easy, but whose properties and effects were 
extremely remarkable and of great significance. I use these comparisons to picture a certain 
imperfect resemblance to the divine wisdom, and to point out that which may at least raise 
our minds to conceive in some sort what cannot otherwise be expressed. I do not pretend at 
all to explain thus the great mystery upon which depends the whole universe.
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